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Best of the Best

SOME LIKE IT WITH A SWEET HEAT. Some like it with an acidic tang. Some
like it with nothing but pure fire. No matter how you like it, there’s bound to
be a hot sauce to satisfy, and the many makers out there are vying for your taste
buds’ attention. Some have been in the business for generations and are known
nationwide. Others may not have crossed your path yet but deserve a taste. Either

BEST
OF THE
BEST

way, every true Southerner knows their go-to sauce and won’t miss the opportunity
to bring you into their camp. It’s like Cajun seasonings and barbecue sauces—
everyone has their favorite recipe or blend, but most folks don’t know the stories
behind the bottles they know and love.
A variety of chile peppers and hot spices originally from Central and South
America have been used for thousands of years to bring bold flavor to dishes.
Immigrants, colonists, and explorers from Europe discovered a taste for heat and

Hot Sauces

shared those peppers with the world. Since then, we couldn’t get enough of the fiery
phenomenon. TABASCO arrived on the scene in 1868 on Avery Island, Louisiana.
It became the first recognizable brand of hot sauce in the United States and the first
to become a commercial success. It’s one of the most popular names on the market
and is still made on the same island where it was originally created.

OUR TOP 15 FAVORITE HOT SAUCES, CHOSEN BY READERS LIKE YOU
by

TABASCO ORIGINAL
RED SAUCE

tabasco.com

alabamasunshine.com

Jump to 1920, and the first bottles of Frank’s RedHot are coming out of New
Iberia, Louisiana, from partners Adam Estilette and Jacob Frank. Fast-forward
a few more decades, and Frank’s RedHot becomes the magic behind the very first

DANIEL DUBUISSON

ALABAMA SUNSHINE
THE ORIGINAL RED
JALAPEÑO HOT SAUCE

CRYSTAL HOT SAUCE

crystalhotsauce.com

serving of buffalo wings thanks to Anchor Bar in Buffalo, New York. Crystal Hot
THE SHACK
SORGHUM
HOT SAUCE
theshackva.com

Sauce wasn’t far behind Frank’s RedHot, launching in 1923. Founder Alvin Baumer
discovered the recipe for his delicious hot sauce by happy accident in New Orleans
and bet on it being a success. Turns out he was right. The sauce is beloved by fans

SLAP YA MAMA
CAJUN PEPPER SAUCE
slapyamama.com

and continues to be made in the South almost 100 years later. Louisiana Hot
Sauce came about in 1928 also out of New Iberia (it must be something in the water
around there). Every bottle is still filled in south Louisiana and made from their
famous recipe of aged peppers, salt, and vinegar that hasn’t changed to this day.

“YELLOWBIRD HAS STOLEN THE SHOW AS

THE NEW KID ON THE BLOCK WITH SUCH CLEAN
INGREDIENTS AND NOT SACRIFICING TASTE!”
—STEPHANIE M. (Facebook reader)

HOFF & PEPPER HOFF
SAUCE HOT SAUCE
hoffandpepper.com

Slap Ya Mama has a relatively younger variety made in Ville Platte, Louisiana,
with roots tracing back to 2001, but its flavor is not to be ignored. It’s a more than
welcome addition to your morning batch of scrambled eggs. Red Clay Hot Sauce
got its start in Charleston, South Carolina, and has a mild sweetness that pairs
beautifully with the subtle heat from Fresno chile peppers to create one awardwinning sauce. Hoff & Pepper comes out of Chattanooga packed full of flavor
from Tennessee-grown jalapeños and only five other ingredients to keep things
simple and ready to impress. Hailing from northern Virginia, The Shack Sauce
Co.’s sorghum-based recipe by nationally acclaimed chef Ian Boden will bring
your cookouts to the next level with help from its spicy, smoky sauce. Yellowbird’s
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habanero-flavored sauce is the Texas-based company’s cornerstone and most

THE ORIGINAL
LOUISIANA
HOT SAUCE

TABAÑERO
ORIGINAL HOT SAUCE

RED CLAY
ORIGINAL HOT SAUCE

louisiana-brand.com

tabanero.com

redclayhotsauce.com
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popular product. Its harmony of peppers, garlic, carrots, and tangerine shines when
drizzled over your favorite fish tacos or chicken wings.

YELLOWBIRD
ORIGINAL HABANERO
CONDIMENT
yellowbirdfoods.com
SEPTEMBER 2021
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PAPPY &
COMPANY PAPPY
VAN WINKLE
BOURBON
BARREL-AGED
PEPPER SAUCE
pappyco.com
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ORDER
TODAY!

everYthing
is better
with
PRIMO’S PEPPERS
SWAMPADELIC SAUCE

PALMETTO PEPPER
POTIONS DAILY RED

MIDLAND GHOST
RED PEPPER SAUCE

primospeppers.com

pepperpotions.com

midlandghost.com

But of course, we couldn’t forget about the
and its original hot sauce. You won’t find vinegar in
this one; this way, the peppers’ heat won’t be diluted
through the cooking progress. Alabama Sunshine
Alabama that uses red peppers picked fresh from
their own farm. Its mild flavor is perfect for all those
who are weary of heat. Palmetto Pepper Potions’
bottles are all handcrafted in South Carolina and
fire up everything from eggs and grits to burgers and

Bacon, bacon,
and more bacon!
Embrace your love of all things
bacon with more than 50
indulgent recipes. From cheesy
bacon-topped casseroles and
hearty roasts to bacon-filled
breads, flavorful sides, and even
desserts, there’s no limit to the
delicious dishes that bacon can
make better.

Share your
FAVORITE

unforgettable tang from Florida’s own Tabañero

is another specialty maker out of—you guessed it—

BACON!

FRANK’S REDHOT
ORIGINAL CAYENNE
PEPPER SAUCE

Find us on Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter to
share your local favorites.

franksredhot.com
Taste of the South Magazine
@tasteofthesouthmagazine
@tastemag

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

ribs. Midland Ghost is our entry from Georgia, and
it proves that peaches aren’t the only thing the state
is good for. Pappy & Company kicked things up a
notch by actually aging their sauces in Kentucky
bourbon barrels to infuse each batch with a rich,
smoky, oaky heat. Last, but certainly not least, we
have Primo’s Peppers and their Swampadelic Sauce.
This one is known as the hot sauce equivalent of the
heat in the Louisiana swamplands, so even serious
heat lovers beware.

“I’VE TRIED THEM ALL, BUT YOU
JUST CAN’T BEAT TABASCO.”
—MARCIA C. (Facebook reader)

Long story short, modern hot sauce makers all
have their own take on the Southern tradition. Some
follow recipes from generations past while others
are blazing new trails with the heat in each bottle.
Regardless of which one you prefer, you can’t deny
the blessing of being spoiled for choice. Did your
favorite make our list?
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Apple and Collards
Stuffed Pork Loin

Bacon-wrapped Chicken
Breasts with Brussels
Sprouts

Cheesy Bacon
Breadsticks

Greens and Bacon
Pull-Apart Dip

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER
Hoffman Media Store
P.O. Box 8510
Big Sandy, TX 75755

800-361-8059

hoffmanmediastore.com/bacon

